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Candidate Interest Statement
To the best of my knowledge and belief, i have no 
conflicts of interest with Fish & Game NZ at the 
date of my nomination and i do not believe that any 
conflicts of interest are likely to arise in the future.

SoutHward Bill

Fisherman since i could hold a rod. Game hunter from 
15. Entire life lived in Canterbury, property at North side 
Rakaia huts since 1971. Extensive knowledge of the lower 
Rakaia river and lagoon area.
The rapid deterioration of the water flow/quality of our 
rivers and lakes within the past 20 years has been my 
focus since retirement, with follow on effect of lack of 
salmon and trout in Canterbury waterways.
Have spent hours in submissions and hearings re 
Trustpower/Change to Conservation Order -Rakaia River .
i have filmed, photographed, dvd’s, spoken at meetings 
with Fish & Game, Niwa, ECan, Canterbury university 
student groups, Canterbury fishing groups re low water 
flows and effects to the fish, lagoon, vertebrae and 
seashore.
My aim has always been to bring these controlling bodies 
together and share information. My achievements in the 
past being to get a regular cross section flow recording of 
the Rakaia riverbed from gorge to sea and then have 25 
years of this data being digitally recorded for the archives 
– through private funding from some of the above bodies. 
in 2013 i was awarded the “Coastal Champion of New 
Zealand” by the NZ Coastal society in recognition of my 
efforts for the Rakaia River.
i would like to see more transparency, sharing 
information, trout and salmon enhancement.
a team approach is in my opinion the only way forward 
and i would continue to work with the knowledge and 
expertise of my peers within the above bodies.


